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Textual genetics and chaotic system. For a new approach to the writing process
The possibility of an analogy between text and chaotic system had been advanced by
Noëlle Batt according to whom each work actually satisfies the principles of the chaotic
system.
The studies on the relationship between text and chaotic system which have been carried
out so far will then allow us to apply the theory of chaotic determinism also in the genetic
process of a text as being characterized by the continuous oscillation between ordered
systems and aleatory movements.
The project intends to examine the works of novelists such as Flaubert, Zola, Proust,
Sartre, Butor and Perec, major representatives of the literary movements of the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries (Realism, Naturalism, Existentialism, “nouveau
roman”).
The objective is to demonstrate the continuous oscillation between ordered systems and
aleatory movements, through the analysis of the documents that characterize the pre
compositional phase (exploratory and preparatory process), the compositional phase
(documentation and compositional process) and the pre publication phase (post
compositional process).
It is starting from principles regulating nonlinear dynamic systems that we will try to show
the analogy between chaotic system and textual genetics:
1. The fact that we are dealing with an evolving system (with variables and permanent
features) endowed with a temporal dynamics.
2. The paradoxical association of determinism and unpredictability.
3. The alternation of ordered and disordered sentences.
4. The sensitivity to initial inner situations.
5. Strange attractor.
It is starting from the typological and chronological process of classification of the writing
operations that it is possible to show the evolving character of the novel in the genetic
phase.
The second principle can be proved if one considers the issue of genre belonging and the
strength of innovation that one single text can have according to its genre of reference.
The determinism is the link which each work keeps with its genre of reference, by contrast,
the unpredictability is the innovation according to the model.
The third principle will reveal the “Blanks” and the descriptive sequences.
Blanks are discontinuities within segments of the text and at a genetic level, they can be
considered as the result of a reduction process (Chaotic phase).
Descriptive segments are autonomous rather than the text and they are the result of an
expansion process starting from the thematic nucleus. They are characterized by a rigid
hierarchical structure produced by lively stylistic work (Tidy phases).
In the fourth principle, the elements of the text which respect the principle of self-

similarity are regulated by the principle of "sensitivity to the initial conditions". This
elements are the microstructures satisfying a relationship of resemblance with the whole
text (or macrostructure).
Every modification of such microstructures involves changes in the novel-system.
Elements which satisfy this relationship are the title, because it is in metonymic or
metaphoric relationship with the text, and the mise-en-abîme, because it is a synthetic
image of the novel itself.
The fifth principle can be proved through the analysis of the "style of the genesis" and the
textual redundancy forms.
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